UPS CHARGE
1.Can be charged to UPS after finish connecting the adapter.
Charging indicator light is red when charging,charging indicator
light is off when full charged.
2.Charge once a month to extend the batteries’ service life if
unused for a long time.
Safety Features and Notes:
* Do not let the products and accessories contact with liquid
or under humid environment.
* Do not put the products under over or low temperature
environment.
* Do not try to disassemble and repair by yourself, as the
security device configured inside the product.It may destroy
the device if it disassembled.
* Do not short-circuit or reverse the positive and negative poles.
* Do not throw into the fire or water,it will cause unnecessary
danger.
* Do not use it if there are any mechanical or electrical
performance issues.For example,when the electrolyte leaks
out or its smell volatilized,you should put the products be far
away from the fire to prevent on fire or unnecessary danger.

USER'S MANUAL

{
Introduction:

Thank you for choosing our SKE UPS. Before operating this
unit, please read the USER'S MANUAL carefully in order to
make sure that the best possible performance is obtained.

}

VIEW OF PRODUCT

The UPS applies chargeable lithium ion batteries,which
possesses the functions of safety, high capacity,high
compatibility super-thin and incredibly light,etc.This product
not only can supply to most part of internet and digital products,
but also can be used as portable power supply.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model
Input voltage range
Output port
Battery Output voltage
Output current
mode
External Output voltage
adapter
Battery capacity
Charging period
Dimension(mm)
Environment
Input and output polarity

GM312
11~13Vdc
DC port
USB
5Vdc
12Vdc
2A Max
1A Max
Sameasadapt
er
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5Vdc

7800mah
8 hours
126*
68*
25mm
Temperature -20℃~+45℃

SUITABLE ADAPTER
1.The input voltage range must be 11~13V and the output polarity
should be confirmed.These specifications can be found on the
label of the adapter.It may damage the UPS if out of range or
polarity reversed.
2.Confirm the power of the device which connected to the adapter.
These specifications can be found on the label of the device.
3.Applies the adapter which power is above 1.5A when the device
power is 12W.If the device power is 24W,applies the adapter
which power is above 2.5A.In this way,it can both charge and load.

1.Power switch
2.Charging indicator
3.12V output indicator
4.5V USB output port
5.12V output port
6.Power input port

METHODS OF USE
1.Connect the electric equipment to the output port of UPS through
the matching wire.
2.Turn on the UPS power switch.
3.Insert the DC plug of the adapter into the power output port of
the UPS.Then insert the adapter into the AC socket to supply
the electric equipment uninterrupted.

